
Abstract THU0425 – Figure 1. SRM and cohort numbers by KL grade for bone shape and
cartilage thickness in 6,939 knees. Top row shows SRM values at 1 year (left) and 2 years
for femur bone shape and central medial femur cartilage thickness, with 95% confidence
limits calculated using a bootstrap method. Bottom row shows numbers needed per cohort
arm, assuming 50% change, 80% probability, alpha 0.05. Units are in vector units for bone
shape, and mm for cartilage thickness.

Abstract THU0425 – Table 1. Responsiveness of bone shape and cartilage thickness by
KL Grade

Detailed breakdown of SRM values, cohort size, mean change, and SD
of that change for Figure 1. Units are in vector units for bone shape,
and mm for cartilage thickness.
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Background: At present hyaluronic acid (HA) is rather widely used in
treatment of patients with osteoarthritis (OA). HA normalizes the properties
of the synovial fluid; has a protective effects; promotes the cartilage nutri-
tion and so improves the signs of OA and function of the joints. Sodium
succinate (the salt of the succinic acid) helps to normalize intracellular
metabolism and tissue respiration in hypoxic conditions via mitochondrial
mechanism of action; normalizes acidic – alkaline balance; takes part in
K+ and Ca2+ transportation and provides antioxidant defense, - so is a
promising compound for cartilage treatment
Objectives: To investigate the clinical efficacy of combination of hyaluro-
nate and sodium succinate in treatment of early OA stages
Methods: The study included 126 patients with knee OA (stages I-II,
Kelgren and Lawrence), mean age (54.3 ± 2.7) years, among them - 75
women (60%) and 51 men - (40%). All enrolled patients had OA exacer-
bation (without clinically evident synovitis) and received standard OA treat-
ment (NSAIDs, exercises, orthopedic devices) for 15 days; Gr.1 patients
(58) also got 5 intra-articular injections of 1.1% hyaluronic acid, stabilized
with sodium succinate (2 ml, once a week); patients of Gr.2 (68) in addi-
tion to standard treatment received 5 intra-articular injections of 1,1% sol-
ution of non-stabilized HA (2 ml, once a week). Clinical observation and
evaluation of the results were performed at the beginning of the treat-
ment, at 6th, 12th and 24th week after the study beginning

Results: During the treatment period, patients in both groups showed the
positive changes in clinical signs and symptoms of OA which led to the
lowering of the general WOMAC index (from (78.3 ± 4.1) in Gr. 1 and
(75.4 ± 3.8) in Gr. 2 at the beginning of the study to (27.9 ± 2.6) and
(29 8 ± 1.9) accordingly at week 12 (p<0,05 for both groups). The VAS
score in both groups indicated a significant pain reduction, but the stabil-
ity and duration of the clinical effect in the groups was different. In
patients of Gr.1, the pain syndrome continued to decrease after 12
weeks till 24th week, whereas in Gr.2 after the treatment course there
was no significant changes in further pain regression after 6th week point.
The changes in Lisholm score were also significantly better in Gr.1 than
in Gr. 2 (before treatment (21.7 ± 4.6) and (22.6 ± 5.3), at week 6 -
(86.4 ± 5.7) and (71.3 ± 4.8), at week 12 – (87.6 ± 6.2) and (63.8 ±
5.3), respectively, p<0,05 between groups at week 12th

Conclusion: Combination of the hyaluronic acid and sodium succinate
biochemical and physiologic properties in early stages of knee OA (as
intra-articular injections) allows to increase the treatment efficacy, achieve
better pain control, and more stable remission comparing to use of the
hyaluronic acid alone
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Background: The lifetime risk of knee and hip replacement following a
primary care diagnosis of knee or hip osteoarthritis is unknown and
overly negative beliefs about prognosis act as a barrier to implementing
recommended management strategies.
Objectives: To estimate lifetime risk of knee and hip replacement follow-
ing a GP diagnosis of osteoarthritis and assess how this risk varies with
patient characteristics.
Methods: Primary care and linked hospital data from Catalonia, covering
2006 to 2015, were used. Study participants had a newly recorded GP
diagnosis of knee or hip osteoarthritis. Parametric survival models were
specified for risk of knee/hip replacement and death following diagnosis.
Survival models were combined and extrapolated using a Markov model
and lifetime risk estimated for the average patient profile. The effects of
age at diagnosis, sex, comorbidities, socioeconomic status, body mass
index (BMI), and smoking on risk were assessed.
Results: 48,311 individuals diagnosed with knee osteoarthritis were
included with a median follow-up of 4.3 years (IQR: 2.1 to 6.5) and of
whom 2,561 underwent knee replacement. Respective figures for hip
osteoarthritis were 15,105 individuals diagnosed with a median follow-up
of 3.8 years (IQR: 1.8 to 6.1) and 1,247 hip replacements. The average
participant’s lifetime risk for knee replacement was 30% (95% CI: 25% to
36%) and for hip replacement was 14% (10% to 19%). Notable patient
characteristics influencing lifetime risk were age at diagnosis for knee and
hip replacement, sex for hip replacement, and BMI for knee replacement.
BMI increasing from 25 to 35 was associated with lifetime risk of knee
replacement increasing from 24% (20% to 28%) to 32% (26% to 37%)
for otherwise average patients.
Conclusion: Knee and hip replacement are not bound to happen for
most after a GP diagnosis of osteoarthritis, with average lifetime risks of
less than a third and a sixth, respectively. Patient characteristics influence
lifetime risks with, most notably higher BMI associated with a meaning-
fully increased risk of knee replacement.
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